
Bond Market Outlook: 
Valuations Suggest Potential 
for Equity-Like Returns With  
Less Risk
The fixed income market’s massive repricing may offer investors in high 
quality bonds the potential for equity-like returns with resilience in the face 
of a likely recession. Here, Richard Clarida, global economic advisor, and 
Dan Ivascyn, group chief investment officer, review PIMCO’s longer-term 
market outlook with Kimberly Stafford, global head of product strategy. 
They discuss why PIMCO is patiently focused on high quality assets, 
while preparing to pivot over the next few years to more economically 
sensitive or lower-rated areas of the credit markets.
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STAFFORD: What key forces do 
you expect to affect economies and 
markets over the secular horizon of 
three to five years?

Clarida: We expect more aftershocks after a 
number of acute tensions disrupted financial 
markets and set off inflation around the world: 
a once-in-a-lifetime pandemic and a tidal wave 
of policy stimulus, the invasion of Ukraine, and 
escalating U.S.-China frictions. Central banks 
responded with the sharpest rate increases in 
40 years, setting off three of the largest bank 
failures in U.S. history and the collapse of Credit 
Suisse in Europe. Taken together, these events 
may have revealed hidden vulnerabilities in the 
global financial system. 

STAFFORD: What are the implications 
for fiscal and monetary policy given high 
debt levels around the world, tighter 
credit, and the likelihood of recession?

Clarida: Economic volatility will likely rise in 
the next five years from the relatively smooth 
decade before the pandemic. Debt-to-GDP 
ratios have surged in many countries, limiting 
the capacity of governments to deploy fiscal 
stimulus, while central bankers, cognizant of 
quantitative easing’s (QE’s) contribution to 
today’s inflation, could offer less support in 
future downturns. Without massive stimulus 
to buffer downturns, we believe economic 
cycles will become more pronounced, with 
risks skewed to the downside.  

Ivascyn:  We’ve seen a great deal of credit 
tightening over the last five quarters. 
Typically, economies respond to tightening 
with lags. But with so much consumer and 
corporate debt locked in at low fixed rates, 
we think it will take longer this cycle for the 
effects to be felt. We expect to see policy 
tightening and bank challenges begin to 
impact the markets more directly over the 
next few quarters.
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STAFFORD: Volatility in the fixed income markets 
has been high, while the equity markets don’t appear 
to be pricing in an economic downturn. How do you 
look at the bond market versus the stock market, and 
how can investors build resilient portfolios?

Ivascyn: The bond market’s massive repricing may allow 
investors to earn the highest real yields in 12 years without 
taking uncomfortable risk. High quality bonds offer potential 
for equity-like returns with less volatility and less downside 
risk than equities – which is expected to be valuable as we 
confront the meaningful risks of persistent inflation or a 
hard landing. To that end, we’re focusing on high quality, less 
economically sensitive areas of the market, while preparing to 
pivot when pricing in other areas adjusts to reflect changes in 
fundamentals. Specifically, over the next few years, we expect 
to rotate into opportunities in the more economically sensitive 
or lower-rated areas of the public corporate credit markets, 
and then into the private markets as they finally begin to 
reflect true fundamentals. 

STAFFORD: What are our views on credit  
markets broadly?

Ivascyn: Every credit cycle has excess of some sort. In this 
cycle, complacency developed as investors reached for 
yield in a very low-interest-rate environment. Yet the excess 
leverage, which was historically in the high yield corporate 
credit market, has migrated over the last decade into the fast-
growing senior secured loan and private credit markets. To 
be sure, today’s traditional high yield market – as well as the 
investment grade market -- have much higher overall credit 
quality than in the past. In these primarily fixed-rate markets, 
companies and households were able to lock in record-low 
interest and mortgage rates during 2020-2021, bolstering 
their resilience to a slowing economy. The higher-quality 
areas we are focusing on in the near term are investment 
grade credit as well as consumer and securitized credit, 
where you can potentially get additional buffers in the form of 
subordination, hard collateral, and better documentation.

STAFFORD: How are you thinking about private credit 
over the next five years?

Ivascyn: Private credit is among our favorite targets for new 
capital over the next several years. In the near term, however, 
we see challenges. The private loan market has grown 
quickly, in our view. It’s about six times bigger than before the 
great financial crisis, when large commercial banks stepped 

away from lending to small and midsize companies. Amid 
low interest rates, investors reached for yield, pouring capital 
into this market, leading lenders to become complacent. Now, 
sharply higher rates and earnings headwinds are challenging 
many of the borrowers of these floating-rate loans, which are 
typically smaller, highly leveraged companies.  

Nevertheless, we’re beginning to see higher returns and more 
rational underwriting standards in this space, but we expect 
this to improve slowly. The degree of stress will likely be a 
function of how deep the oncoming recession will be. Over the 
next several years, we expect to see opportunities to provide 
liquidity directly to performing companies and to buy deeply 
discounted loans from private debt funds and banks as they 
may be forced to sell to raise liquidity. A meaningful mismatch 
in the supply of private capital to address these opportunities 
should offer the potential for strong returns. 

STAFFORD: How might the massive tightening in 
central bank policy rates play out globally?

Ivascyn: We expect an end to volatility suppression from 
global policymakers and a decoupling of global markets as 
nearshoring and friend-shoring increase amid geopolitical 
uncertainty, leading to less-synchronized economic cycles. 
We’ve already seen this in monetary policy over the last 
couple of years, when the United States, Europe and the U.K. 
massively tightened, while China – in a very different stage of 
its growth cycle – has been easing policy. Japan, of course, 
is an exception: They still are operating the most subsidized 
bond market in the world. The divergence in growth cycles 
across countries can create exciting opportunities for us to 
flex between public and private markets around the world. 

STAFFORD: What is PIMCO’s outlook for the  
U.S. dollar? 

Clarida: As a reserve currency, the U.S. dollar has tended to 
be pushed in decade-long waves of overvaluation and then 
mean reversion. We think this will provide opportunities in the 
long term to take positions in both emerging- and developed-
market currencies against the dollar. In particular, the trend 
toward friend-shoring global supply chains will likely create 
winners and losers among countries, currencies, and sectors, 
and as active managers we find this very attractive.

STAFFORD: Turning to the commercial real estate 
(CRE) market, what is your outlook and where do you 
see opportunities?
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Ivascyn: We think commercial real estate is an exciting area 
for the next five years. As a whole, the commercial real estate 
market faces steep challenges. But we believe it’s precisely 
these challenges that will provide the best opportunities to 
deploy capital in CRE in decades.  

In the U.S., regulatory scrutiny, bank failures, and an 
oncoming recession have pushed traditional lenders to the 
sidelines, while over the next five years, $2.4 trillion globally in 
multifamily and commercial real estate loans are scheduled 
to mature. We believe this will create a range of opportunities 
for our 300-strong global team of origination, acquisition, 
and asset management specialists. These include originating 
new loans to real estate owners needing to finance their 
upcoming maturities. We will focus on addressing the 
needs of performing properties that simply have capital 
structures unsuitable for this higher-rate environment. We 
anticipate these will offer the ability to extract very attractive 
terms and covenants, creating tremendous, relatively low-
risk opportunities to provide new capital. We also expect 
increasing opportunities to buy discounted CRE debt from 
private real estate lenders and banks trying to manage their 
balance sheets. 

In addition to cyclically distressed assets, we believe 
that with patience private equity investments will look 
attractive over the next five years. We see the greatest 

opportunities in properties benefiting from secular themes, 
including demographics, digitalization and decarbonization. 
Specifically, we like residential (multifamily, new housing 
development, and residential-for-rent), industrial, and data 
centers, which appear well- positioned for the AI revolution. 

In contrast, the outlook for certain commercial real estate 
sectors, such as retail and office, may be more challenging 
but not uniform across countries and cities. In the office 
sector, we expect to see a greater number of distressed sales 
in the U.S. than in Europe and Asia, where most workers 
have returned to the office. These sales will, in our view, be 
concentrated in mid- and low-quality structures, while best-in-
class assets should weather the storm. (See our June 2023 
outlook, “Real Estate Reckoning.”) 

STAFFORD: Any final thoughts?

Ivascyn: We expect this environment to provide the best 
opportunities in years for fixed income investing. We’re 
leveraging PIMCO’s broad and deep global platform across 
public and private markets to identify opportunities as the 
credit cycle advances and market excesses are wrung out.  In 
the meantime, high quality bonds pay us to wait as downside 
risks build in the global economy.

https://www.pimco.com/gbl/en/insights/real-estate-reckoning
https://www.pimco.com/gbl/en/insights/real-estate-reckoning
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Past performance is not a guarantee or a reliable indicator of future results.

All investments contain risk and may lose value. Investing in the bond market is subject to risks, including market, interest rate, issuer, credit, 
inflation risk, and liquidity risk. The value of most bonds and bond strategies are impacted by changes in interest rates. Bonds and bond strat-
egies with longer durations tend to be more sensitive and volatile than those with shorter durations; bond prices generally fall as interest rates 
rise, and low interest rate environments increase this risk. Reductions in bond counterparty capacity may contribute to decreased market liquidity 
and increased price volatility. Bond investments may be worth more or less than the original cost when redeemed. High yield, lower-rated se-
curities involve greater risk than higher-rated securities; portfolios that invest in them may be subject to greater levels of credit and liquidity risk 
than portfolios that do not. Investments in residential/commercial mortgage loans and commercial real estate debt are subject to risks that 
include prepayment, delinquency, foreclosure, risks of loss, servicing risks and adverse regulatory developments, which risks may be heightened 
in the case of non-performing loans. The value of real estate and portfolios that invest in real estate may fluctuate due to: losses from casualty or 
condemnation, changes in local and general economic conditions, supply and demand, interest rates, property tax rates, regulatory limitations on 
rents, zoning laws, and operating expenses. Investments in mortgage and asset-backed securities are highly complex instruments that may be 
sensitive to changes in interest rates and subject to early repayment risk.  Private credit involves an investment in non-publically traded securities 
which may be subject to illiquidity risk.  Portfolios that invest in private credit may be leveraged and may engage in speculative investment practices 
that increase the risk of investment loss. Alternatives involve a high degree of risk and prospective investors are advised that these strategies 
are suitable only for persons of adequate financial means who have no need for liquidity with respect to their investment and who can bear the 
economic risk, including the possible complete loss, of their investment. 

Statements concerning financial market trends or portfolio strategies are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate. There is no guar-
antee that these investment strategies will work under all market conditions or are appropriate for all investors and each investor should evaluate 
their ability to invest for the long term, especially during periods of downturn in the market. Outlook and strategies are subject to change without 
notice.

This material contains the current opinions of the manager and such opinions are subject to change without notice.  This material is distributed for 
informational purposes only and should not be considered as investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or invest-
ment product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed.

PIMCO as a general matter provides services to qualified institutions, financial intermediaries and institutional investors. Individual investors should 
contact their own financial professional to determine the most appropriate investment options for their financial situation. This is not an offer to any 
person in any jurisdiction where unlawful or unauthorized. | Pacific Investment Management Company LLC, 650 Newport Center Drive, New-
port Beach, CA 92660 is regulated by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission| PIMCO Europe Ltd (Company No. 2604517, 11 
Baker Street, London W1U 3AH, United Kingdom) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) (12 Endeavour Square, 
London E20 1JN) in the UK. The services provided by PIMCO Europe Ltd are not available to retail investors, who should not rely on this commu-
nication but contact their financial adviser. |  PIMCO Europe GmbH (Company No. 192083, Seidlstr. 24-24a, 80335 Munich, Germany), PIMCO 
Europe GmbH Italian Branch (Company No. 10005170963, Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 37/Piano 5, 20122 Milano, Italy), PIMCO Europe 
GmbH Irish Branch (Company No. 909462, 57B Harcourt Street Dublin D02 F721, Ireland), PIMCO Europe GmbH UK Branch (Company 
No. FC037712, 11 Baker Street, London W1U 3AH, UK), PIMCO Europe GmbH Spanish Branch (N.I.F. W2765338E, Paseo de la Castel-
lana 43, Oficina 05-111, 28046 Madrid, Spain) and PIMCO Europe GmbH French Branch (Company No. 918745621 R.C.S. Paris, 50–52 
Boulevard Haussmann, 75009 Paris, France) are authorised and regulated by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) (Ma-
rie- Curie-Str. 24-28, 60439 Frankfurt am Main) in Germany in accordance with Section 15 of the German Securities Institutions Act (WpIG). The 
Italian Branch, Irish Branch, UK Branch, Spanish Branch and French Branch are additionally supervised by: (1) Italian Branch: the Commissione 
Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa (CONSOB) (Giovanni Battista Martini, 3 - 00198 Rome) in accordance with Article 27 of the Italian Consoli-
dated Financial Act; (2) Irish Branch: the Central Bank of Ireland (New Wapping Street, North Wall Quay, Dublin 1 D01 F7X3) in accordance with 
Regulation 43 of the European Union (Markets in Financial Instruments) Regulations 2017, as amended; (3) UK Branch: the Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA) (12 Endeavour Square, London E20 1JN); (4) Spanish Branch: the Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores (CNMV) (Edison, 
4, 28006 Madrid) in accordance with obligations stipulated in articles 168 and  203  to 224, as well as obligations contained in Tile V, Section I of 
the Law on the Securities Market (LSM) and in articles 111, 114 and 117 of Royal Decree 217/2008, respectively and (5) French Branch: ACPR/
Banque de France (4 Place de Budapest, CS 92459, 75436 Paris Cedex 09) in accordance with Art. 35 of Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in 
financial instruments and under the surveillance of ACPR and AMF. The services provided by PIMCO Europe GmbH are available only to profes-
sional clients as defined in Section 67 para. 2 German Securities Trading Act (WpHG). They are not available to individual investors, who should not 
rely on this communication. | PIMCO (Schweiz) GmbH (registered in Switzerland, Company No. CH-020.4.038.582-2, Brandschenkestrasse 
41 Zurich 8002, Switzerland). The services provided by PIMCO (Schweiz) GmbH are not available to retail investors, who should not rely on this 
communication but contact their financial adviser. | PIMCO Asia Pte Ltd (Registration No. 199804652K) is regulated by the Monetary Authority 
of Singapore as a holder of a capital markets services licence and an exempt financial adviser. The asset management services and investment 
products are not available to persons where provision of such services and products is unauthorised. | PIMCO Asia Limited is licensed by the 
Securities and Futures Commission for Types 1, 4 and 9 regulated activities under the Securities and Futures Ordinance. PIMCO Asia Limited 
is registered as a cross-border discretionary investment manager with the Financial Supervisory Commission of Korea (Registration 
No. 08-02-307). The asset management services and investment products are not available to persons where provision of such services and 
products is unauthorised. | PIMCO Investment Management (Shanghai) Limited Unit 3638-39, Phase II Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Pilot 
Free Trade Zone, Shanghai, 200120, China (Unified social credit code: 91310115MA1K41MU72) is registered with Asset Management Association 
of China as Private Fund Manager (Registration No. P1071502, Type: Other) | PIMCO Australia Pty Ltd ABN 54 084 280 508, AFSL 246862. This 
publication has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of investors. Before making an investment 
decision, investors should obtain professional advice and consider whether the information contained herein is appropriate having regard to their 
objectives, financial situation and needs. | PIMCO Japan Ltd, Financial Instruments Business Registration Number is Director of Kanto Local 
Finance Bureau (Financial Instruments Firm) No. 382. PIMCO Japan Ltd is a member of Japan Investment Advisers Association, The Investment 
Trusts Association, Japan and Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association. All investments contain risk. There is no guarantee that the principal 
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amount of the investment will be preserved, or that a certain return will be realized; the investment could suffer a loss. All profits and losses incur 
to the investor. The amounts, maximum amounts and calculation methodologies of each type of fee and expense and their total amounts will vary 
depending on the investment strategy, the status of investment performance, period of management and outstanding balance of assets and thus 
such fees and expenses cannot be set forth herein. | PIMCO Taiwan Limited is an independently operated and managed company. The reference 
number of business license of the company approved by the competent authority is (110) Jin Guan Tou Gu Xin Zi No. 020 . The registered address 
of the company is 40F., No.68, Sec. 5, Zhongxiao East Rd., Xinyi District, Taipei City 110, Taiwan (R.O.C.), and the telephone number is +886 2 
8729-5500. | PIMCO Canada Corp. (199 Bay Street, Suite 2050, Commerce Court Station, P.O. Box 363, Toronto, ON, M5L 1G2) services and 
products may only be available in certain provinces or territories of Canada and only through dealers authorized for that purpose. | PIMCO Latin 
America Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima 3477, Torre A, 5° andar São Paulo, Brazil 04538-133. | No part of this publication may be reproduced in any 
form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. PIMCO is a trademark of Allianz Asset Management of America 
LLC in the United States and throughout the world. ©2023, PIMCO.




